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**African American Studies**

**SPEAKING POWER**
Black Feminist Orality in Women’s Narratives of Slavery
DOVEANNA S. FULTON
Analyzes Black women’s rhetorical strategies in both autobiographical and fictional narratives of slavery.
164 pp
$17.95 pb 0-7914-6638-8

**THE CONSTRUCTION OF SPACE**
IN EARLY CHINA
MARK EDWARD LEWIS
Shows how the emerging Chinese empire purposely reconceved but was also constrained by basic spatial units such as the body, the household, the region, and the world.
498 pp
$34.95 pb 0-7914-6608-6

**Asian Studies**

**CHINESE THEORIES OF READING AND WRITING**
A Route to Hermeneutics and Open Poetics
MING DONG GU
A groundbreaking work that uncovers an implicit system of hermeneutics in traditional Chinese thought and aesthetics.
334 pp
$24.95 pb 0-7914-6424-5

**CHINESE THEORIES OF READING AND WRITING**
A Route to Hermeneutics and Open Poetics
MING DONG GU
A groundbreaking work that uncovers an implicit system of hermeneutics in traditional Chinese thought and aesthetics.
334 pp
$24.95 pb 0-7914-6424-5

**IN THE PUBLIC DOMAIN**
Presidents and the Challenges of Public Leadership
LORI COX HAN AND DIANE J. HEITH, EDITORS
Explores how recent presidents have managed communications with the American public.
293 pp / 22 tables, 10 figures
$28.95 pb 0-7914-6576-4

**THE SOCIAL CIRCULATION OF POETRY IN THE MID-NORTHERN SONG**
Emotional Energy and Literati Self-Cultivation
COLIN S. C. HAWES
Explores how literati of China’s mid-Northern Song period developed a social and therapeutic tradition in poetry. Includes a number of translations of the witty poems of the period.
214 pp
$21.95 pb 0-7914-6472-5

**THE FUNCTION OF THEORY IN COMPOSITION STUDIES**
RAÚL SÁNCHEZ
Offers an extended critique of key assumptions in composition theory and a new paradigm for thinking about writing in an increasingly globalized and textualized world.
124 pp
$17.95 pb 0-7914-6478-4

**Cultural Studies**

**RHINE CROSSINGS**
France and Germany in Love and War
AMINIA M. BRUEGGEMANN AND PETER SCHULMAN, EDITORS
Explores the unique and volatile relationship of these two nations and cultures over the past two centuries, as expressed in literature, film, and philosophy.
304 pp
$25.95 pb 0-7914-6438-5

**Economics**

**PRODUCT MARKET STRUCTURE AND LABOR MARKET DISCRIMINATION**
JOHN S. HEYWOOD AND JAMES H. PEOPLES, EDITORS
Measures the relationship between market competition and the treatment of women, minorities, and the disabled in the workplace.
220 pp / 51 tables
$27.95 pb 0-7914-6624-8

**REWRITING EARLY CHINESE TEXTS**
EDWARD L. SHAUGHNESSY
Explores the rewriting of early Chinese texts in the wake of new archaeological evidence.
288 pp / 2 b/w photographs
$29.95 pb 0-7914-6644-2

**THE FLOOD MYTHS OF EARLY CHINA**
MARK EDWARD LEWIS
Explores how the flood myths of early China provided a template for that society’s major social and political institutions.
248 pp
$24.95 pb 0-7914-6664-7

**THE LANGUAGE OF THE EYES**
Science, Sexuality, and Female Vision in English Literature and Culture, 1690–1927
DARYL OGDEN
Recovers a dynamic women’s tradition of vision and sexuality, challenging Darwinian and Freudian accounts of women as nonvisual sexual agents.
272 pp / 14 b/w photographs
$24.95 pb 0-7914-6500-4

**THE SOCIAL CIRCULATION OF POETRY IN THE MID-NORTHERN SONG**
Emotional Energy and Literati Self-Cultivation
COLIN S. C. HAWES
Explores how literati of China’s mid-Northern Song period developed a social and therapeutic tradition in poetry. Includes a number of translations of the witty poems of the period.
214 pp
$21.95 pb 0-7914-6472-5
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Education
Winner of the 2005 Critics’ Choice Award presented by the American Educational Studies Association

FIT TO TEACH
Same-Sex Desire, Gender, and School Work in the Twentieth Century
JACKIE M. BLOUNT
Examines the construction of gender in public school employment.
230 pp / 1 table, 2 figures
$22.95 pb 0-7914-6268-4

THE GIFT OF EDUCATION
How a Tuition Guarantee Program Changed the Lives of Inner-City Youth
NORMAN A. NEWBERG
FOREWORD BY MICHELLE FINE
Tells the story of how two philanthropists promised each of the 112 graduating sixth graders at Belmont Elementary, a school in one of Philadelphia’s poorest neighborhoods, a fully paid college education to the institution of their choice.
221 pp / 2 figures
$21.95 pb 0-7914-6620-5

History/New York Studies

HOSPITAL TRANSPORTS
A Memoir of the Embarkation of the Sick and Wounded from the Peninsula of Virginia in the Summer of 1862
EDITED AND WITH AN INTRODUCTION BY LAURA L. BEHLING
Details the reactions of men and women serving aboard a hospital transport ship during the American Civil War.
162 pp / Trim size: 5 ½ x 8 ½
4 maps
$17.95 pb 0-7914-6370-2

Latin American Studies

BETWEEN ARGENTINES AND ARABS
Argentine Orientalism, Arab Immigrants, and the Writing of Identity
CHRISTINA CIVANTOS
Examines the presence of Arabs and the Arab world in nineteenth- and twentieth-century Argentine literature by juxtaposing works by Argentines of European descent and those written by Arab immigrants in Argentina.
269 pp
$21.95 pb 0-7914-6602-7

Literature

JAMAICA KINCAID
Writing Memory, Writing Back to the Mother
J. BROOKS BOUSON
Offers a new perspective on the psychological and affective dynamics of Jamaica Kincaid’s fiction and nonfiction.
242 pp
$21.95 pb 0-7914-6524-1

THROUGH THE READING GLASS
Women, Books, and Sex in the French Enlightenment
SUELLEN DIACONOFF
Argues that women’s relationship to books and their promotion of reading contributed greatly to the cultural and intellectual vitality of the Enlightenment.
268 pp
15 b /w photographs
$24.95 pb 0-7914-6422-9

THE KING’S ENGLISH
Strategies of Translation in the Old English Boethius
NICOLE GUENTHER DISCENZA
Shows how Alfred the Great’s translations of Latin works exposed Anglo-Saxon elites to classical learning and Christian thought while bringing prestige to the king and his West Saxon dialect.
224 pp
$19.95 pb 0-7914-6448-2

BECOME WHO YOU ARE
HEDWIG DOHM
TRANSLATED AND WITH AN AFTERWORD BY ELIZABETH G. AMETSCHLHER
Two texts—one novella and one essay—that exemplify Dohm’s passionate arguments for gender equality.
122 pp / Trim size: 5 ½ x 8 ½
$17.95 pb 0-7914-6604-3
MY BELOVED TOTO
Letters from Juliette Drouet to Victor Hugo 1833–1882
JULIETTE DROUET
EDITED AND ANNOTATED BY EVELYN BLEWER
PREFACE BY JEAN GAUDON
TRANSLATED AND WITH AN INTRODUCTION,
ADDITIONAL NOTES, AND GLOSSARY BY
VICTORIA TIEZTE LARSON
Selected letters from Juliette Drouet to her lover, Victor Hugo, offering insights into nineteenth-century French culture as well as an insider’s look at the character, behavior, working habits, and day-to-day life of France’s most monumental man of letters.
246 pp / 3 b/w photographs
$21.95 pb 0-7914-6634-5

ACTING BEAUTIFULLY
Henry James and the Ethical Aesthetic
SIGI JÖTTKANDT
Addresses ethical and aesthetic issues in three major works by Henry James.
178 pp / 1 figure
$19.95 pb 0-7914-6558-6

STAGING HISTORY
Brecht’s Social Concepts of Ideology
ASTRID OESMANN
Examines Brecht’s use of the theatre as a public arena for political change.
231 pp
$22.95 pb 0-7914-6386-9

ROMANTIC POETRY AND THE FRAGMENTARY IMPERATIVE
Schlegel, Byron, Joyce, Blanchot
CHRISTOPHER A. STRATHMAN
Uses the concept of the poetic fragment to draw connections between romantic poetry and modern literature and literary theory.
204 pp
$19.95 pb 0-7914-6458-X

BURIED CAESARS, AND OTHER SECRETS OF ITALIAN AMERICAN WRITING
ROBERT VISCUSI
Examines the forces that have shaped Italian American writing, from the novels of John Fante to the musings of Tony Soprano.
272 pp
$22.95 pb 0-7914-6634-5

HEIDEGGER AND ARISTOTLE
The Twofoldness of Being
WALTER A. BROGAN
Interprets Heidegger’s phenomenological reading of Aristotle’s philosophy.
211 pp
$21.95 pb 0-7914-6492-X

KIERKEGAARD’S PHILOSOPHY OF BECOMING
Movements and Positions
CLARE CARLISLE
An accessible and original exploration of the theological and philosophical significance of Kierkegaard’s religious thought.
174 pp
$18.95 pb 0-7914-6548-9

KANT AND THE CULTURE OF ENLIGHTENMENT
KATERINA DELIGIORGI
Interprets Kant’s conception of enlightenment within the broader philosophical project of his critique of reason.
248 pp
$22.95 pb 0-7914-6470-9

BETWEEN TRANSCENDENCE AND HISTORICISM
The Ethical Nature of the Arts in Hegelian Aesthetics
BRIAN K. ETTER
Argues that the concept of the ethical is central to Hegel’s philosophy of art.
260 pp
$21.95 pb 0-7914-6658-2

THE PROMISE OF MEMORY
History and Politics in Marx, Benjamin, and Derrida
MATTHIAS FRITSCH
Argues for a closer connection between memories of injustice and promises of justice as a means to overcome violence.
249 pp
$24.95 pb 0-7914-6550-0

HEIDEGGER AND RHETORIC
DANIEL M. GROSS AND ANSGAR KEMMANN, EDITORS
Leading scholars address Heidegger’s 1924 lecture course, “Basic Concepts of Aristotelian Philosophy.”
195 pp
$21.95 pb 0-7914-6552-7

MADNESS AND DEATH IN PHILOSOPHY
FERIT GÜVEN
Demonstrates the significance of the concepts of madness and death for the history of philosophy.
220 pp
$24.95 pb 0-7914-6394-X

THE BROKEN WHOLE
Philosophical Steps Toward a Theology of Global Solidarity
THOMAS E. REYNOLDS
Considers the problem of pluralism and offers a vision of human solidarity for the postmodern era.
250 pp
$24.95 pb 0-7914-6612-4

THE GODS AND TECHNOLOGY
A Reading of Heidegger
RICHARD ROJCEWICZ
An analysis of Heidegger’s philosophy of technology.
248 pp
$24.95 pb 0-7914-6642-6
THE BODILY DIMENSION IN THINKING
DANIELA VALLEGA-NEU
An ontology of bodily being featuring Plato, Nietzsche, Scheler, Merleau-Ponty, Heidegger, and Foucault.
158 pp
$19.95 pb 0-7914-6562-4

ACCESS TO GOD IN AUGUSTINE’S CONFESSIONS
Books X–XIII
CARL G. VAUGHT
Continuing his groundbreaking reappraisal of the Confessions, Carl G. Vaught shows how Augustine’s solutions to philosophical and theological problems emerge and discusses the longstanding question of the work’s unity.
280 pp
$24.95 pb 0-7914-6410-5

DENIAL, NEGATION, AND THE FORCES OF THE NEGATIVE
Freud, Hegel, Lacan, Spitz, and Sophocles
WILFRIED VER EECHE
A comprehensive account of denial viewed not only psychoanalytically but also philosophically.
190 pp
$19.95 pb 0-7914-6600-0

THE WIND AND THE SOURCE
In the Shadow of Mont Ventoux
ALLEN S. WEISS
Explores the role of a significant yet elusive feature of the French landscape in literature, philosophy, and art.
102 pp / Trim size: 5 ½ x 8 ½
15 b/w photographs, 1 figure
$19.95 pb 0-7914-6490-3

TROUBLING PLAY
Meaning and Entity in Plato’s Parmenides
KELEY WOOD
This new interpretation of Plato’s Parmenides emphasizes its treatment of time and language—insights especially relevant for those working in the Continental tradition.
206 pp
$19.95 pb 0-7914-6520-9

THE FINAL ARBITER
The Consequences of Bush v. Gore for Law and Politics
CHRISTOPHER P. BANKS, DAVID B. COHEN, AND JOHN C. GREEN, EDITORS
Combines perspectives from law and the social sciences to assess the long-term impact of the 2000 presidential election.
284 pp / 12 tables
$24.95 pb 0-7914-6536-5

PUERTO RICO UNDER COLONIAL RULE
Political Persecution and the Quest for Human Rights
RAMÓN BOSQUE-PÉREZ AND JOSÉ JAVIER COLÓN MORERA, EDITORS
Essays on human rights in Puerto Rico during the twentieth century.
256 pp / 16 tables, 1 figure
$23.95 pb 0-7914-6418-0

ELECTORAL POLITICS IS NOT ENOUGH
Racial and Ethnic Minorities and Urban Politics
PETER F. BURNS
Examines how and why government leaders understand and respond to African Americans and Latinos in northeastern cities with strong political traditions.
192 pp / 1 map, 10 tables, 19 figures
$21.95 pb 0-7914-6654-X

STATE CONSTITUTIONS FOR THE TWENTY-FIRST CENTURY, VOLUME 2
Drafting State Constitutions, Revisions, and Amendments
FRANK P. GRAD AND ROBERT F. WILLIAMS
Identifies problems reformers face in drafting or amending state constitutions.
135 pp
$17.95 pb 0-7914-6648-5

MEDIATING GLOBALIZATION
Domestic Institutions and Industrial Policies in the United States and Britain
ANDREW P. CORTELL
Argues that institutional context drives economic globalization in the United States and Britain.
247 pp / 8 tables
$22.95 pb 0-7914-6442-3

THE MULTI-GOVERNANCE OF WATER
Four Case Studies
MATTHIAS FINGER, LUĐIVINE TAMOTITI, JEREMY ALLOUCHE, EDITORS
Examines the politics of transnational water resource management through case studies of the Aral Sea basin and the Danube, Euphrates, and Mekong river basins.
208 pp / 1 map, 10 tables, 21 figures
$21.95 pb 0-7914-6606-X

CONVERGING ALTERNATIVES
The Bund and the Zionist Labor Movement, 1897–1985
YOSEF GORN
The first comparative study of two major Jewish labor movements.
310 pp
$27.95 pb 0-7914-6660-4

MEDIATING GLOBALIZATION
Domestic Institutions and Industrial Policies in the United States and Britain
ANDREW P. CORTELL
Argues that institutional context drives economic globalization in the United States and Britain.
247 pp / 8 tables
$22.95 pb 0-7914-6442-3
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BUILDING TRUST
Overcoming Suspicion in International Conflict
AARON M. HOFFMAN
Challenges conventional assumptions about how international rivals form trusting relationships.
218 pp / 1 map, 4 figures
$19.95 pb 0-7914-6636-1

PERFORMING MARX
Contemporary Negotiations of a Living Tradition
BRADLEY J. MACDONALD
Draws upon Marx, Western Marxism, and poststructuralist theory to constructively engage contemporary issues.
216 pp
$21.95 pb 0-7914-6666-3

PROTECTING OUR ENVIRONMENT
Lessons from the European Union
JANET R. HUNTER AND ZACHARY A. SMITH
Examines how the European Union has handled environmental protection issues.
196 pp / 8 tables, 16 figures
$21.95 pb 0-7914-6512-8

IDENTITY AND INSTITUTIONS
Conflict Reduction in Divided Societies
NEAL G. JESSE AND KRISTEN P. WILLIAMS
Explores the role of international institutions in reducing conflict in multiethnic societies.
194 pp / 1 map, 2 tables, 4 figures
$19.95 pb 0-7914-6452-0

CIVIL SERVICE REFORM IN THE STATES
Personnel Policy and Politics at the Subnational Level
J. EDWARD KELLOUGH AND LLOYD G. NIGRO, EDITORS
Assesses recent civil service reforms undertaken by state governments.
336 pp / 18 tables, 2 figures
$27.95 pb 0-7914-6628-0

INSTITUTIONS AND THE POLITICS OF SURVIVAL IN JORDAN
Domestic Responses to External Challenges, 1988–2001
RUSSELL E. LUCAS
Explains how the Jordanian monarchy has survived economic crisis and regional political instability.
185 pp / 13 tables
$19.95 pb 0-7914-6446-6

INTERNATIONAL REGIMES FOR THE FINAL FRONTIER
M. J. PETERSON
Examines the negotiations between nations that lead to international agreements regulating human activity in outer space.
340 pp
$27.95 pb 0-7914-6502-0

SOCIAL MOVEMENTS AND FREE-MARKET CAPITALISM IN LATIN AMERICA
Telecommunications Privatization and the Rise of Consumer Protest
SYBIL RHODES
Explores how privatization of state-owned telephone companies led to new consumer movements in Latin America.
228 pp / 10 tables, 3 figures
$19.95 pb 0-7914-6598-5

MARTISMA AND NATIONAL IDENTITY
Socialism, Nationalism, and National Socialism during the French Fin de Siècle
ROBERT STUART
Provides the first sustained analysis of the collision between Marxism and nationalism in France at the time of the Dreyfus affair.
305 pp
$29.95 pb 0-7914-6670-1

THE INTERNATIONAL SELF
Psychoanalysis and the Search for Israeli-Palestinian Peace
MIRA M. SUCHAROV
Uses a social-psychoanalytic model to argue that collective identity shapes foreign policy changes.
234 pp / 1 table
$22.95 pb 0-7914-6506-3
STATE CONSTITUTIONS FOR THE TWENTY-FIRST CENTURY, VOLUME 1
The Politics of State Constitutional Reform
G. ALAN TARR and ROBERT F. WILLIAMS, EDITORS
The first systematic analysis of the obstacles to state constitutional reform.
217 pp / 7 tables, 1 figure
$19.95 pb 0-7914-6614-0

CONGRESSIONAL PREEMPTION
Regulatory Federalism
JOSEPH F. ZIMMERMAN
“This is a useful reference source for federalism, public administration, and public policy scholars who seek to gain a greater understanding of the relationship between the US Congress and state and local governments … A major strength of this study is that Zimmerman identifies a multitude of preemption statutes that have shaped federalism, dating back to the beginning of the American political system in 1789.” — CHOICE
288 pp
1 map, 1 table, 4 figures
$24.95 pb 0-7914-6564-0

GLOBALIZING INTERESTS
Pressure Groups and Denationalization
EDITED BY MICHAEL ZÜRN, WITH ASSISTANCE FROM GREGOR WALTER
Examines how national interest groups respond to the international pressures of globalization.
340 pp / 24 tables, 2 figures
$25.95 pb 0-7914-6510-1

COSMOLOGY AND ARCHITECTURE IN PREMODERN ISLAM
An Architectural Reading of Mystical Ideas
SAMER AKKACH
A fascinating exploration of how the transcendent is expressed in the spatial sensibility of premodern Islam.
262 pp / 8 b/w photographs, 49 figures
$24.95 pb 0-7914-6412-1

THE POLITICS OF TURKISH DEMOCRACY
Ismet Inönü and the Formation of the Multi-Party System, 1938–1950
JOHN M. VANDERLIPPE
The history of Turkey's difficult transition to a multi-party political system.
272 pp / 2 tables
$23.95 pb 0-7914-6436-9

THE JUDICIARY AND AMERICAN DEMOCRACY
Alexander Bickel, the Countermajoritarian Difficulty, and Contemporary Constitutional Theory
KENNETH D. WARD and CECILIA R. CASTILLO, EDITORS
Examines recent debates in constitutional theory in light of the work of Alexander Bickel.
198 pp
$19.95 pb 0-7914-6556-X

IN THE NAME OF TERRORISM
Presidents on Political Violence in the Post–World War II Era
CAROL K. WINKLER
Traces the shifts in presidential discourse on terrorism since World War II.
260 pp / 9 figures
$24.95 pb 0-7914-6618-3

CONFESSION AND BOOKKEEPING
The Religious, Moral, and Rhetorical Roots of Modern Accounting
JAMES AHO
A fascinating exploration of the connection between profit making and morality, this book illustrates how modern accounting had its roots in the sacrament of confession.
131 pp
$16.95 pb 0-7914-6546-2

GODS AFTER GOD
An Introduction to Contemporary Radical Theologies
RICHARD GRIGG
An erudite but eminently readable guide to contemporary radical theologies.
174 pp / Trim size: 5 ½ x 8 ½
$19.95 pb 0-7914-6404-X

GODS AFTER GOD
An Introduction to Contemporary Radical Theologies
RICHARD GRIGG
An erudite but eminently readable guide to contemporary radical theologies.
174 pp / Trim size: 5 ½ x 8 ½
$19.95 pb 0-7914-6404-X

GOD OF DESIRE
Tales of Kāmadeva in Sanskrit Story Literature
CATHERINE BENTON
Presents Kāmadeva, the Hindu god of desire, in tales, art, and ritual. Also covers Kāmadeva's appearance in Buddhist lore.
236 pp
22 b/w photographs
$21.95 pb 0-7914-6566-7

GOD OF DESIRE
Tales of Kāmadeva in Sanskrit Story Literature
CATHERINE BENTON
Presents Kāmadeva, the Hindu god of desire, in tales, art, and ritual. Also covers Kāmadeva's appearance in Buddhist lore.
236 pp
22 b/w photographs
$21.95 pb 0-7914-6566-7

THE ABSENCE OF MYTH
SOPHIA HELLER
Despite contemporary attempts to revive myth, this book argues that we are living in a world without myth and looks at what this means for humankind.
260 pp
$22.95 pb 0-7914-6590-X
SAMĀDHĪ
The Numinous and Cessative in Indo-Tibetan Yoga
STUART RAY SARBACKER
Explores yoga and meditation in Eastern religions, incorporating psychological and social aspects of these practices. 190 pp
$19.95 pb 0-7914-6554-3

RELIGIOUS STUDIES
AND COMPARATIVE METHODOLOGY
The Case for Reciprocal Illumination
ARVIND SHARMA
A contribution to the methodology of religious studies, this work discusses using comparison to provide mutual illumination among religious traditions while avoiding the problem of assimilating one tradition to another. 314 pp
$22.95 pb 0-7914-6456-3

ISRAELI BACKPACKERS
From Tourism to Rite of Passage
CHAIM NOY AND ERIK COHEN, EDITORS
Examines the backpacking trip usually taken by Israeli youth following military service. 268 pp / 1 table, 1 figure
$22.95 pb 0-7914-6498-9

BEING GÓRAL
Identity Politics and Globalization in Postsocialist Poland
DEBORAH CAHALEN SCHNEIDER
Examines the Góral, a little-studied ethnic group in Poland. 211 pp / 3 b/w photographs, 2 figures
$19.95 pb 0-7914-6656-6

TIME AND SOCIETY
WARREN D. TENHOUTEN
This is the first general theory of time-consciousness and social experience ever developed. 261 pp / 1 map, 5 tables, 16 figures
$22.95 pb 0-7914-6434-2

SUBSIDIZING CAPITALISM
Brickmakers on the U.S.–Mexican Border
TAMAR DIANA WILSON
Examines the economic activities of self-employed brickmakers and the unpaid family members and others who assist them in Mexico. 213 pages
23 b/w photographs, 5 tables
$19.95 pb 0-7914-6508-X

NATIONAL IDENTITY AND GLOBAL SPORTS EVENTS
Culture, Politics, and Spectacle in the Olympics and the Football World Cup
ALAN TOMLINSON AND CHRISTOPHER YOUNG, EDITORS
Explains why cities dig deep in their pockets to host the Olympics and countries breed teams for success on the world soccer stage. 245 pp / 8 tables, 5 figures
$21.95 pb 0-7914-6616-7